Kindergarten Financial Literacy

Lesson 7
Making Decisions About Spending Money
Learning Target: I can make decisions about what items I would buy to take care of myself.
Essential Question

What should I buy?
Key Vocabulary

need      earn
want      spend
buy
How did Sonny decide what to buy with his carrots?

How do you make decisions about things you want?
Let’s Review
What is a need?

A need is something that you must have to live a safe and healthy life.
Needs
What is a want?

A want is something that you would like to have but do not need to live.
Wants
What should I buy?
SHOW WHAT YOU KNOW!

**Learning Target:** I can make decisions about what items I would buy to take care of myself.
thanks.
APPENDIX: Resources and Activity Worksheets

Slide 9: Buying Decisions

- Have the students draw 12 items they might like to buy.
- Cut out all the squares
- Have them identify and glue on the 7 items they would like to buy.
- Have them present their sheet to the class and explain why they made the choices they did.